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OUR STORY
Market-Security Analysis & Research Inc. (MSA Research) is a
Canadian-owned, independent and impartial analytical research firm
that is focused on the Canadian insurance industry. MSA Research was
founded in 2003 and commenced operations in 2004.
We are the dominant provider of financial information relating to
Canadian insurers, with 95% of the Canadian industry using our reports
and software. Our mission is to provide Canada’s insurance professionals
with comprehensive financial information, unparalleled analytics, and
opportunities for industry to collaborate on important issues of the day.
MSA Research is the organization behind esteemed conferences such as
the National Insurance Conference of Canada (founded 2007), CatIQ Connect (founded 2014) and InsurTech North (founded 2018). For more
information about our conferences, see the back cover of this catalogue.
Through fostering industry thought leadership, MSA Research continues
to prove itself a staple provider of valuable Canadian insurance information.

MSA IN NUMBERS

Users

Years of Data

1,800+

32

Market Coverage

Number of
Data Points

98%+

117million+

OUR CUSTOMERS

95%
of the Canadian insurance
industry uses our reports
and software!
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Number of Usergenerated Data Points

2billion+
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MSA RESEARCHER P&C AND L/H SOFTWARE
The Industry Gold Standard
The MSA Researcher Platforms are, by far, the market’s leading analytical engine, financial database, businessintelligence and benchmarking tool for anyone interested in the Canadian P&C and Life/Health industries.
Our software is used by the overwhelming majority of insurers, reinsurers, and many others that make up the
Canadian insurance industry.

Unmatched Breadth: Reporting on over 98% of the market with 30+ years of historical data available
Unparalleled Timeliness & Frequency: Updates are released rapidly every quarter
Unrivaled Functionality: Easy access to a spectrum of analytical tools
Uncompromising Support & Training: It’s always about your needs and it’s always free
MSA Researcher is fully bilingual / MSA Researcher est entièrement bilingue

Our interactive multi-tab, multi-period
and multi-dimensional dashboards
provide you with quick and easy
access to our analytical tools.
These dashboards are available to:
• MSA Researcher Full License
• MSA Researcher Lite License
See next page for full dashboard
tabs and some examples.
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P&C Dashboard

Profile
Financials
10-year Comparatives
Prov Splits
Investments
Reinsurance Capital MCT Reserves Expenses Loss Ratio Heat Map

Examples of two out of eleven tabs:

Provincial Splits: Use this three-part tab to quickly analyze and
compare provincial split and line of business information for the
selected company/ies, benchmarks or composites.

L/H Dashboard

Examples of two out of thirteen tabs:

Profile Financials Key Comparitives Prov Splits Investments Reinsurance Capital
Derivatives Seg Fund Assets Actuarial Liabilities General Expenses Commissions Movement

Key Comparatives: With this two-part tab, quickly analyze and
compare line of business and geographic information over ten
years for the selected company/ies, benchmarks or composites.
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Loss Ratio Heat Map: Use MSA’s loss ratio heat map to quickly
hone in on pain points for the selected company/ies, benchmarks or composites. Use the handy sliders to adjust loss ratio
thresholds and desired line of business materiality.

Movement: Use this two-part tab to analyze policy movement
by line, by category, by dollars, or policy count or by province for
the selected company/ies, benchmarks or composites.
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MSA Researcher L i t e
Every license of MSA Researcher is accompanied by a
companion Lite license for another user that provides access
to MSA Researcher’s powerful dashboard and MSA Quarterly
Report Online (P&C only).

MSA Quarterly
Outlook Reports Online
Every license of MSA Researcher P&C has a
new module with a searchable archive of MSA’s
Quarterly Reports going back to Q2-2004.
(Available to Full & Lite P&C Licenses)

MSA Researcher Unlimited

∞

Site license subscribers of MSA Researcher
can now give MSA Researcher Lite to an
unlimited number of their staff, executives
and board members. P&C users will have
access to our Quarterly Report online.
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Statement Viewer
(Not available to Lite licenses)

Browse or export OSFI/CCIR statement pages for any company, benchmark or composite for any period, or export
an entire statement. Includes 3-month or rolling 12-month
views.

Powerful Engine Query
(Not available to Lite licenses)

Query is where you have the ability to
quickly obtain precisely the data that you
need. Sort, filter and export it to Excel.
Looking to analyze a specific aspect
across a group of insurers, benchmarks or
composites? Compare against the whole
industry? Sort companies by any field
in the regulatory statements? Query is
where you do that!
Create custom ‘Field Groups’ and
‘Company Groups’ and then run them
against each other. These groups are
persistent. That is, once you create them,
you can use them repeatedly. You can
also share them with others in your
organization if you have a corporate
license.
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Powerful Market-Share Analysis Module
(Not available to Lite licenses)

This extremely powerful view provides you with unprecedented insights into market share information. Measure
marketshare for any line (or combination of lines) in any
province (or any combination of provinces) for any set of
companies, composites or benchmarks, against any base
(industry or otherwise) over five years. Do in minutes
what would otherwise take you hours, then easily export
the results to Excel.
Line-of-Business Selector
Region Selector

Collaboration Features

Market-share Analysis Grid

A Cure for the Double
Counting Blues
Query employs MSA’s proprietary
Double Counting Prevention System
(DCPS). DCPS takes care of double
counting when you include consolidated
parent companies with their subsidiaries
in your queries.
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(Available to Corporate licenses)

SHARE

TRANSFER

Easily bulk share/un-share objects
such as company groups, composites, field groups and calculated
fields with colleagues within your
organization. They will be able to
use them but not modify them
(read-only basis). Users can make
their own copies.

Yield control of selected objects
to colleagues and they can work
on them (the objects will be
shared back with you on a readonly basis).
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Automation via MSA’s Application Program Interface
Corporate site license subscribers have the option of tapping into MSA’s P&C or Life/Health Researcher platforms
programmatically via API, allowing for powerful automation of reports or services and deep integration with other
corporate reporting systems.

The API allows programatic access to many of the core features of the platform including:

01

Individual user ability to share data with the corporate API access account

02

The corporate API access account may access all individual users’ data simultaneously,
including: - Company Groups and Composites - Fields Groups - Calculated Fields
- Market Share Lines of Business - Market Share Regions

03

All querying features, such as: - Field Query - Period Query
- Company Query - Market Share Query

04

Regulatory Statement Data

05

All DataPoints Data (for open database license holders)
For access to the API, please contact:
tesfaye.fekade@msaresearch.com
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MSA Researcher Options & Benefits
For pricing, information or to arrange a demo, please contact Tesfaye Fekade at tesfaye.fekade@msaresearch.com.
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MSA QUARTERLY OUTLOOK REPORT
We produce a quarterly analytical outlook report covering the Canadian P&C industry
Each issue contains insightful, thought-provoking research pieces covering
various aspects of the industry. In addition to the articles, each issue also
contains updated summary financial results for Canada’s insurers, updated
DBRS Morningstar Ratings Roundup and a CatIQ Review…all of which are
informative and of great interest!
MSA’s Quarterly Report is available exclusively via MSA Researcher Platform.

OUR READERS
This report is subscribed to by approximately 1,400 industry
professionals including most Canadian insurance/reinsurance
executives, commercial brokers, retail brokers, adjusters,
regulators, associations, auditors, analysts & TPA’s.
This report is available to all TIC member brokers
courtesy of our generous sponsor:

Interested in sponsoring these reports to other broker associations or industry groups?
Please contact us at: laura.viau@msaresearch.com or call (416) 368-9001.
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CUSTOM REPORTS, CONSULTING & TRAINING
Custom Reports: Looking for custom data-feeds or reports on industry
subsets? Consider ordering a custom report from MSA Research. With access
to an extensive database of industry information, we can satisfy the majority
of requests. In addition to the year-end numbers available in our standard
product offerings, MSA Research has access to extensive quarterly financials
on federal P&C companies going back to 1996.
Advisory Services: With our in-depth industry knowledge, our advisory
services provide clients with insights into industry entry/exit opportunities,
books of business or available shells. Our offerings include extensive
analytical research and due-diligence capabilities. MSA Research and its
partners provide years of deal-making experience in the Canadian marketplace.
Rating Agency Advisory Services: The ability to effectively manage your rating relationships is key to maximizing your
success. We have the experience and knowledge to provide Canadian insurers with insights into what the various rating
agencies expect, what they are looking for and how to best address outstanding or potential rating issues. In addition, our
experience can give clients a heads-up preview of what ratings they are likely to garner should they engage a rating agency.
Training: We offer uncompromising support and free training to our customers on all our software and products! To book an
appointment for onsite or web-based demos, contact: Tes Fekade at (416) 367-9662 or tesfaye.fekade@msaresearch.com.

Laura Twidle
Managing Director
(416) 368-1723
Email: laura.twidle@catiq.com
www.catiq.com

For more information, visit: WWW.CATIQ.COM
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Catastrophe Indices and Quantification Inc.
(CatIQ) delivers detailed analytical and
meteorological information on Canadian
natural and man-made catastrophes.
Through its online subscription-based application,
CatIQ combines comprehensive insured loss and
exposure indices, as well as other related information,
to better serve the needs of the insurance / reinsurance
industries, public sector and other stakeholders.
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CONFERENCES & EVENTS
Sept 18-20, 2022
Halifax Convention
Centre, Nova Scotia

Spring 2023

After a two-year delay, the NICC returns as the P&C event of the year! This high
level conference addresses the most diverse and complex issues leaders face in
the property and casualty insurance sector.

niccanada.com

InsurTech North is the leading gathering of P&C and Life/Health Insurtechs,
Incumbents, VCs, Accelerators and Policymakers. Our conference includes an
annual Wolf Pack Startup Pitch Competition and so much more!

insurtechnorth.com

June 9, 2022
Quarterly Webinar
Series through 2022

In place of our annual conference, we are hosting a quarterly webinar series until
2023. This webinar’s theme is Collaborating to Mitigate Loss to Catastrophes and
Climate Change . Visit our website for full dates and details!

connect.catiq.com

PO Box 85527, Nortown PO, Toronto, ON, M5N 0A2
Telephone: (416) 368-0777
Email: info@msaresearch.com
www.msaresearch.com

